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Abstract: 

This paper refers the actual idea and some information about humanoid. It  can be for those peoples who are disable and can’t 

travel for some reason. The humanoid  can send the live images and voice by using camera as an artificial eye and microphone a s 

a listener. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION  

 

In this article we are going to know about how we can design a 

robot with an  artificial eye and a microphone. This project will 

help those people who are not being able to go anywhere. Th is 

Robot goes outside in the place of the person and person can 

see what the robot see and he can listen also what robot is 

listing. This project helps in gaining knowledge foe those who 

are not present at that movement due to certain reason.   

 

II. DES IGN  

 

In design of this model we have to design first ha humanoid.  
Humanoid robots are now used as a research tool in several 

scientific areas. Researchers need to understand the human 

body structure and behavior (biomechanics) to build and study 

humanoid robots. On the other side, the attempt to the 

simulation of the human body leads to a better understanding 

of it. Human cognition is a field of study which is focused on 

how humans learn from sensory informat ion in  order to 

acquire perceptual and motor skills. This knowledge is used to 

develop computational models of human behavior and it has 

been improving over time. Unlike to do with industry 

machines made to act like man that do medical operation in a 

fixed general condition on a s mall range of things causing 

reaction, our robots must act, have effect readily able to make 

adjustments under different conditions of conditions and for a 

wide range of works.  Because we have need of the system to 

do medical operation without to do with man control, we must 

house operation of making observation issues such as behavior 

selection and attention. Such self-rule often represents a trade-

off between performance on one task and generality in trad ing 

with a wider range of things causing reaction. However we 

have belief that building self-ruled systems provides being 

strong and able to make ready adjustments that task-specific 

system can never ach ieve. Requiring our machines made to act  

like man to do medical operation without outside control in a 

noisy, cluttered, traffic-filled work space alongside to do with 

many things balancing another forces us to make systems that 

can give attention to with natural-environment complexities. 

Although these conditions are not nearly as violent as that 

moving round sun explorer face, they are also not tailored to 

the machine made to  act like man. In addit ion to being safe for 

to do with man effect on  one another and recognizing and give 

a reaction to meeting Cues, our machines made to act like 

human demonstration. The putting into effect of our machines 

made to act like man gives back (light, heat, sound) these 

operation of making observation general rules. For example, 

began as a 14-degrees of freedom upper torso with one arm 

and a rudimentary v isual system. In this first words used in 

MAGIC, we have effect to multimodal behavior systems, such 

as reaching for a seeing Target. Now, tooth on a wheel features 

2 six -DOF arms, a seven -DOF head, three, torsojoints and 

much fuller of senses systems. Each eye has one camera with a 

narrow field  of view for high-resolution act or power of seeing 

and one with a wide field of view for on the edge of act            

or power of seeing, g iving the machine made to act like        

man  coordinate motor moves more safely  range measures       

of value measure the output torque on each arm together,       

and potentiometers measures position. Instruments for 

changing sound to electric make ready auditory input, and 

different limitswitches, pressure sensors, and thermal 
4
sensors 

give other proprioceptive 
5
 inputs. The machine made to act 

like man also has in our sense of right of safe effect on one line  

with a torsional spring. In addition to making ready gearbox 

protection and taking away high-frequency hard coming 

together shaking, the spring doing as requested provides a 

physical measure of safety for people act ing between, along 

with the arms. Second, a spring law, in number, o rder, g roup, 

line with a low gain force control do orders till a condition, 

causes each together to do as if controlled by a low frequency 

spring system. Such control lets the arms move smoothly from 

position to posture with a relatively slow need rate, and let’s 

them go out of the straight out of obstacles way instead of 

dangerously forcing through them, letting safe and natural 

effect on one another.(For d iscussion of Kismet, another 

machine made to act like man made the most out of for to do 

with man effect on one another, see Social forces to limit on 

Animate act  of seeing ,by Cynthia Breazeal and her persons 

having like position, in y is issues.) 

                    

Interacting socially with human 

  

Because our machines made to act like man must have 

existence in a to do with man  general condition, meet ing effect  

on one another is an important face, one side of our operation 

of making observations. Building grouping skills into our 

machines made to act like man provides not only a natural 

means of human machine effect on one another but also an 

apparatus for bootstrapping more complex behavior. Humans 

give note in law both as models the machine made to act like 

man can make an attempt to be like and persons teaching that 

help form the machine made to act like man’s behavior Our 

current work g ives one's mind to an idea on four social -
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interaction points of view: a strong feelings design to be copied 

for regulating meeting driv ing power, shared attention as a 

means for making out saliency, getting feedback through songs 

prosody, and learning through imitation. Regulat ing meet ing 

driving power through a strong feelings design to be copied. 

one full of danger part for a socially intelligent machine made 

to act like man is a strong feelings design to be copied that gets 

through knowledge and gets control of its general condition. A  

robot requires 2 skills to learn from such a design to be copied. 

First is the power to become owner of grouping input to get 

through knowledge the on the point facts, suggestion pointing 

to knowledge desired humans make ready about their strong 

feelings state that can help it understand any given effect on 

one another s driving power. Second is the power to get control 

of the general condition to express its own strong feelings state 

in such a way that it can act on social-interaction driv ing 

power. For example, if the machine made to act like man is 

making observations a person teaching putting examples on 

view at work, but the person teaching is moving too quickly  

for the machine made to act like man to move after, the 

machine made to act like man can put on view at without order 

words. The person teaching naturally  interprets this put on 

view as a sign to slow down. In  this way, the machine made to 

act like man can affect the teaching s rate and quality. Our 

current buildings and structure design makes into one a 

guiding reason scaled-copy that goes round these exchange. 

 

 
Figure.1. Interacting socially with human 

 

III. PLANNING AND CONTROL 

 

In planning and control, the essential difference between  

humanoids and other kinds of robots (like  industrial ones) is 

that the movement of the robot has to be human-like, using 

legged locomot ion, especially b iped gait. The ideal p lanning 

for humanoid movements during normal walking should result 

in min imum energy consumption, as it does in the human 

body. For this reason, studies on dynamics and control of these 

kinds of structures become more and more important. 

 

The question of walking biped robots stabilizat ion on the 

surface is of great importance. Maintenance of the robot’s 

gravity center over the center of bearing area for providing a 

stable position can be chosen as a goal of control.
[4] 

 

To maintain dynamic balance during the walk, a robot needs 

informat ion about contact force and its current and desired 

motion. The solution to this problem relies on a major concept, 

the Zero Moment Point (ZMP). 

 

Another characteristic of humanoid robots is that they move, 

gather informat ion (using sensors) on the "real world" and 

interact with it. They don’t stay still like factory manipulators 

and other robots that work in high ly structured environments. 

To allow humanoids to move in complex environments, 

planning and control must focus on self-collision detection, 

path planning and obstacle avoidance. 

 

Humanoids do not yet have some features of the human body. 

They include structures with variable flexibility, which provide 

safety (to the robot itself and to the people), and redundancy of 

movements, i.e. more degrees of freedom and therefore wide 

task availability. Although these characteristics are desirable to 

humanoid robots, they will bring more complexity and new 

problems to planning and control. The field  of whole-body 

control deals with these issues and addresses the proper 

coordination of numerous degrees of freedom, e.g. to realize 

several control tasks simultaneously while following a g iven 

order of priority.
[5] 

 

Artificial Eye: An artificial eye is a camera that s tore and 

sends live images. We can use a camera lens as a eye which 

can send live images to the person sitting away from 

anywhere. 

 

  
Figure.2. Arti ficial Eye 

 

Advantages: 

1. Useful for those who can’t travel long due to 

disability. 

2. Can be use in colleges. 

3. Can be use in automatic traffic controlling. 

 

Limitations: 

1. Initial and maintenance cost is high. 

2. Complex design. 
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